WE ARE PROUD TO BE A
PREFERRED PROVIDER
Our clinic has met the rigorous standards of
Lice Clinics of America to ensure that all
patients receive the highest level of care. As a
Preferred Provider, we are part of the world’s
largest network of lice clinics.
All of our clinicians have been trained and
certified to use our exclusive, FDA-cleared, lice
treatment medical device, called AirAllé. This
revolutionary device kills lice and over 99% of
their eggs using heated air.

PRICING

Our clinicians will work with you to find the
best solution that meets your budget. Please
call us for all the details.

HOW TO REACH US...

For a complete explanation of our
treatment options and pricing:

Melody Carter, RN
OWNER/OPERATOR

514 S. Church Street • Hahira, GA 31632
www.familyhairclinic.com
Phone (229) 415-1748
Hours: M-F 9:00am - 5:00pm

Call for Appointment

URGENT CARE FOR
HEAD LICE REMOVAL™

A FULL SPECTRUM OF
HEAD LICE TREATMENTS

We understand that lice cause stress. Lots of it.
Everything goes on hold until the bugs are gone.
Rest assured that we will take care of the problem
so parents and their children can get
their lives back. We offer a full range of head lice
treatments. From our full “one-and-done”
exclusive procedure to our “do-it-yourself”
products, we have treatments to match every
budget and need.

1. SCREEN

Our certified lice clinicians will thoroughly
examine your child’s hair and scalp to determine
if any lice are present.

2. DIAGNOSE

If lice are detected, our clinician will provide
you with a clear explanation of the extent of the
infestation.

3. TREATMENT OPTIONS

Depending on the severity of the infestation,
our clinician will recommend an appropriate
treatment. We have a wide range of treatments
for each individual and budget. None of our
treatments use pesticides or harsh chemicals.

TREATMENT OPTIONS
1. FULLSERVICE
TREATMENT

This consists of one
treatment in about
an hour and we
guarantee you will
leave lice-free. This
treatment uses our
exclusive, FDAcleared medical
device, a complete
comb-out and the application of a specially
formulated topical rinse.
2. KICKSTART
TREATMENT
For the more
budget minded,
we perform the
professional
heated-air
treatment, but let
you handle the
comb-out and
topical rinse yourself.

3. DO IT
YOURSELF
TREATMENT

This is the least
expensive option
but the most time
consuming. We
provide you with all
the topical treatment
products you will
need along with detailed instructions.

